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Old pond...

Many years ago...
Wait ! 

Is the pond that old?
Maybe I should ask

somebody...



Would you say 
the pond is: A) old

B) pretty old
C) ancient?

Hey, you!

I don‛t answer
to surveys.



How old is the pond ?
I‛m not sure...

I was born here, 
so I‛m guessing...

... it‛s at least
two years old.



You‛re just gonna 
sit there and stare 

at me?

I‛ve got 
nothing else on my 

schedule.

You‛re a haiku poet,
aren‛t you?

Bingo!



Please, help me 
finish this poem.

What should I do?

Just do something.
Anything...

What about 
I just jump in ? Glad I could help.

YES! Old pond, 
a frog jumps in... 
This could work!



I have to see if 
it works first...

You want me 
to jump in ?

Write the poem down. 
What are you waiting for?

Could you?

I don‛t usually do
my own stunts.



Ok. Here it goes...
Jump in, already! Don‛t question 

my method!



Bathing suit line.



The second most
difficult part... The armpits.



OK. I‛m in.
The poem says ‛jumps in‛ 
not ‘slowly steps into the 

water‛.
Can we change 

the script?

Oh.



Take 2. The frog jumps in. ACTION !

Where‛s my 
stunt double?



There‛s no stunt double.
You gotta jump in yourself.

What‛s my
motivation?

You‛ll live forever in 
history as the frog that 
inspired Basho‛s famous 

haiku.

I‛m paid 
minimum scale.

Oh,
I get it...



Jump! 

All right.
You should 
have said so.

IN THE WATER!!!



Can you do a triple
axel with back flip?

Dive!

Can you be 
more specific?

Thanks for asking.

No.



At Old Pond Elementary
I was the best student...

Except for one thing... I flunked 
diving school.



All right, then. Don‛t
dive. Just jump in! Mmm. 

I don‛t know...

It feels like the
moment has passed...



JUMP IN !

All this yelling...
All this stress... I peed in the water.



Why did I have to find 
a frog who‛s affraid of 

the water! I do not fear
the water.

I respect
the water.



Jump in !
It‛s almost nightime.

I have to finish
this poem !

Maybe it‛s meant to be
a two-line poem.



I know you‛re upset
but it‛s too cold to

swim so... Let‛s call it a day.
Whatever.

Zzzzzzzz

Let‛s call it a waste
of time !



Zzzzzzzz Uh-oh!
It‛s lily season.



Jump in !

I‛m afraid to
disturb the lilies.

They‛ll be fine.

It‛s not the water lilies
I‛m worried about...

It‛s the peace lilies.

No more waves!
No more splashes!



I‛ve made a deal 
with the lilies.

You‛re allowed one 
jump, so make it count.

All right. Ploc!



Epilogue



HAIKU SCHOOL
NOW OPEN
Study with Master Kawazu who
co-wrote Basho‛s famous haiku
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